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About This Content

Grab the Team JNPR Beacon Dance Costume pack and you'll have all the right moves - from the dance floor to the battlefield.
This costume pack adds (4) new outfits for Team JNPR in Grimm Eclipse.

Features:

Beacon Academy Dance skins for Jaune Arc, Nora Valkyrie, Pyrrha Nikos, and Lie Ren.
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Title: RWBY: Grimm Eclipse - Team JNPR Beacon Dance Costume Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rooster Teeth Games
Publisher:
Rooster Teeth Games
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x64

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K (4 * 3300) or equivalent, AMD FX-8320 (8 * 3500) or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 (1024 MB) or equivalent, Radeon HD 5570 (1024 MB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c (or higher)

Additional Notes: Gamepad recommended

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Running around as Jaune in a prom dress? Yes please.. I am really dissapointed with the pricing for all the costume DLCs. What
I and I believe everyone else was expecting was that buying a pack would give the costmes for both RWBY and JNPR. But
instead its per team, making the price almost not worth it. I say almost because I simply cannot turn down Juane in a dress.. It's
Jaune in a dress. What more could you ask for?. "OK no more reckless spending, besides, the costumes don't even seem
wor....OMG JAUNE IN A DRESS!" *Add to Cart intensifies*. I bought this because of Jaune!!
(\u06f6\ua228\u0eb6\ua381\ua228\u0eb6 )\u06f6 LOL. It is worth the price just becuase you can play as jaune in a dress.
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You know why you want this. It's $2, so get it.. OMG! Four words! JAUNE IN A DRESS!!!!!! You also can't overlook the fact
that Ren is looking snazzy in that tux!

That current second in-game screenshot...the one of Jaune running away from Grimm in a dress is fabulous! Finding this
particular costume pack made my day! I will be taking screenshots galore next time my friends and I play! XD

On a serious note, I'll be waiting for a sale before purchasing the rest, but it's nice to have costume options for the game
especially if playing with friends who prefer to use the same character. It offers no other benefits, and I'm sure the novelty will
wear off rather quickly. Of all the costume packs, this is the only one I think is worth the full price (due to the amusement
factor). I do need to disclose this pack holds some special sentiments to me as I have cosplayed as Pyrrha in that dress.. Jaune in
a dress, it's illegal not to get this.. This DLC is for the game RWBY: Grimm Eclipse and is really only for the truly dedicated
fans of the show that really wants to spice things up a by wearing these fabulous dresses and tuxedo skin from the series Beacon
Dance episode (volume 2 episode 7)

Keep in mind that these are only cosmetic and offer no ingame bonusses what so ever, you should also be aware that they only
work if you have the JNPR DLC already.
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